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PARIS: France finally celebrated winning the World
Cup with their home fans on Sunday after Kylian
Mbappe and Olivier Giroud both scored in a 2-1 win
over the Netherlands in Paris. Giroud swept in the
winner from a Benjamin Mendy cross in the 75th
minute for his first goal in 11 games in a France shirt,
after the Chelsea striker went through the entirety of
his country’s triumphant campaign in Russia without
scoring.

On their first appearance on home soil since the
World Cup, Mbappe had earlier put France ahead in
an explosive performance from the 19-year-old,
before Ryan Babel briefly restored parity in the sec-
ond half.

The Stade de France exploded in celebration at
Giroud’s winner in a game that had a competitive edge
as part of UEFA’s new Nations League. However, this
match on a balmy evening was really just a prelude to
World Cup victory celebrations on the pitch in front
of almost 80,000 fans at the national stadium after the
final whistle.

“The victory was the most important thing, so we
can have a great party,” coach Didier Deschamps told
television station M6. “I am really pleased for Olivier.
Strikers can have periods like that where they are not
as efficient, but he is useful in our build-up play, he
scored a lovely goal, and on top of that it gave us the
victory.”

The French team and their supporters saw this
occasion as the opportunity to make up for the lack of
a memorable public celebration in the immediate
aftermath of the World Cup triumph in Russia.

The day after beating Croatia 4-2 in the final, Les
Bleus paraded hurriedly down the Champs-Elysees
Avenue in Paris en route to a reception hosted by
President Emmanuel Macron. The rushed nature of

those celebrations disappointed the estimated
300,000 fans who took to the streets, and so this time
the victorious squad were presented one by one to
supporters after the final whistle.

The World Cup trophy was shown off as well, and
the squad undertook a lap of honour, singing with
supporters, at the stadium where France first won it in
1998. “Now is the time to have a party,” Paul Pogba
told M6. “When we came back to France it was very
short. There was all the security around the bus and
we couldn’t really celebrate with the public. 

“This time we are at the Stade de France, it’s full,
it’s beautiful.” The France starting line-up was the
same as that in Thursday’s 0-0 draw with Germany in
Munich, meaning the only change from the World Cup
final was in goal, with Alphonse Areola replacing the
injured Hugo Lloris.

The teams were greeted by an enormous banner
that read ‘world champions’ and covered the pitch,
before a spine-tingling version of the French national
anthem. Mbappe forced a good save from
Netherlands goalkeeper Jasper Cillessen inside 50
seconds, and his performance here showed why he is
tipped as a future Ballon d’Or winner.

He got the breakthrough in the 14th minute as he
turned in a ball driven across the box by Blaise
Matuidi for his eighth international goal in 2018. The
hosts looked in complete control against a Dutch side
rebuilding under Ronald Koeman after failing to quali-
fy for Euro 2016 or the World Cup.

It took the visitors 66 minutes to seriously threaten,
as Georginio Wijnaldum found himself in behind the
defence only to drag his shot wide. But the Dutch
were level just a minute later, Kenny Tete delivering a
cross from the right for Babel-unmissable with his hair
dyed red - to convert.

Giroud got the winner though, his 32nd for his
country seeing him move one clear of Zinedine
Zidane’s tally for France. After drawing in Germany,
France are in control in the three-team Group 1 of

League A in the Nations League, with the group win-
ners going through to the four-team finals next June.
But for them the evening was always about the post-
game festivities first and foremost. — AFP

Giroud gets winner as France 
celebrate World Cup homecoming

France in control in the three-team Group 1 of League A

PARIS: France’s team players celebrate as they do a lap of honour during a ceremony to celebrate the victory of
the 2018 World Cup at the end of the UEFA Nations League football match between France and Netherlands at
the Stade de France stadium, in Saint-Denis, northern of Paris, on Sunday. — AFP

JOHANNESBURG: Fears that expanding the
Africa Cup of Nations from 16 teams to 24 could
trigger easy passages to the 2019 finals in
Cameroon have proved unfounded.  Former cham-
pions Congo Brazzaville, South Africa and Zambia
are among teams facing serious challenges as they
seek top-two group finishes, which secure tourna-
ment places.

Only four of the 47 contenders-Guinea, Mali,
Mauritania and Tunisia-boast 100 percent records
after the second matchday at the weekend. AFP
Sport suggests which countries are likely to join
Cameroon, automatic qualifiers as hosts. 

Group A
French coach Nicolas Dupuis has transformed

Madagascar from whipping boys to a competitive
team and they are on course for a first Cup of
Nations appearance.  They appear stronger than
second-place rivals Equatorial Guinea, who they
face twice next month, and should join Senegal in
Cameroon next June.

Group B
Defending champions Cameroon, who have

hired former Dutch star Clarence Seedorf as
coach, are competing to gain match practice
despite being guaranteed a place. That leaves
Morocco, Malawi and the Comoros contesting one
place and it would be a sensation if the Herve
Renard-coached north Africans failed to claim it.

Group C
It is surprising that Burundi, who have never

reached a Cup of Nations, are lying second, three
points ahead of 2017 hosts Gabon. Sadio Berahino
of English second-tier club Stoke has opted to
play for Burundi, increasing their qualification
hopes at the expense of Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang-inspired Gabon.

Group D
Algeria are on course to justify being favourites

to top the table, but more was expected of Togo,
led by former Manchester City and Real Madrid
striker Emmanuel Adebayor.  Togo have been
overshadowed by Benin, whose point from a draw
in Lome was an unexpected bonus that could
prove crucial come the end of qualifying next
March.

Group E
South Africa have qualified for only one of the

last five Cup of Nations and being held at home by
Libya has endangered hopes of improving that
dismal record. Nigeria are growing in strength and
confidence and should make it, leaving the South
Africans and Libyans to contest for second spot
and the Seychelles seek damage limitation.

Group F
The tightest group so far with Ghana, Kenya,

Sierra Leone and Ethiopia all on three points hav-
ing won at home and lost away. Ghana possess
sufficient talent to take a top-two place and Kenya,
whose last Cup of Nations appearance was 14
years ago, could join them with Victor Wanyama
an inspirational captain. —AFP

Former champions 
fight for Africa Cup 
of Nations survival

SINSHEIM: Nico Schulz enjoyed a dream international
debut on Sunday, as the Hoffenheim defender scored a
late winner in front of his home crowd to give Germany
a hard-fought 2-1 friendly win over Peru in Sinsheim.

Given his first cap for Germany in the stadium where
he plays his club football, the 25-year-old Schulz put in
a solid performance at left-back as the hosts came from
behind to pick up their first win since crashing out of
the World Cup in June.

“I am very happy for Nico, he put in a very engaged
performance today,” coach Joachim Loew told RTL.
“He made a very good impression on me in training.”
Germany had prioritised defensive stability in their 0-0
draw with France three days earlier, but they were out
to score goals in Sinsheim, and forced several chances
in the opening 20 minutes.

Marco Reus twice came close, while Matthias
Ginter’s header forced a smart save from Peru goal-
keeper Pedro Gallese. “We had more chances and were
more ambitious going forward today than we were
against France,” Reus said. “With a bit more luck and
bit more concentration I would have converted one of
those chances.”

Yet it was Peru who struck first, brutally exposing
Loew’s side on the counter-attack in the 22nd minute.
In a moment reminiscent of Germany’s World Cup
woes, Luis Advincula burst down the right wing and
beat Marc Andre ter Stegen at the near post.

The lead lasted all of three minutes, as Julian Brandt
levelled the scores with a delicate chip over Gallese.

Timo Werner appeared to fire Germany in front ten
minutes later, but was correctly called back for offside.

Both Werner and Ilkay Gundogan forced further
saves from Gallese before half-time, while  tested ter
Stegen at the other end. Peru looked the more danger-
ous side in the second half, and ter Stegen was called
into action again before the hour mark, scrambling
across goal to keep out Pedro Aquino’s header.

Both sides continued to look vulnerable at the back,
as chances fell to both Werner and Jefferson Farfan on

the counter-attack. Nils Petersen could have won it for
Germany 15 minutes from time, skewing a volley wide
of the post, and Julian Draxler sent the ball flying over
the bar several minutes later. The home side finally
forced the issue in the 85th minute, as Schulz pounced
on a loose ball in the final third and squeezed his shot
underneath Gallese.

“I haven’t watched the goal back yet, but it was
lucky,” Schulz told RTL. “I don’t think it would have
gone in any other stadium.” — AFP

Schulz strikes 
on debut to 
grab Germany 
win over Peru

SINSHEIM: (R-L) Germany’s defender Thilo Kehrer, Peru’s midfielder Pedro Aquino and goalkeeper Pedro Gallese
vie for the ball during the international friendly football match Germany vs Peru at the Rhein-Neckar-Arena in
Sinsheim, southwestern Germany, on Sunday. — AFP

AARHUS: Christian Eriksen scored twice in a 2-0 victory
over Wales in the Nations League on Sunday as Denmark’s
first-team players returned after boycotting a midweek
friendly over a contract dispute. The Tottenham midfielder
put the Danes ahead with just over half an hour gone in
Aarhus. Eriksen then added a second on 63 minutes from
the penalty spot after Ethan Ampadu handled. Age
Hareide’s Denmark go top of a group that also includes the
Republic of Ireland, who were routed 4-1 by Wales in their
opening game on Thursday. Danish preparations were hit
by a standoff between their players’ union and the coun-
try’s football association (DBU) over commercial rights. The
issue led to Denmark fielding a side comprised of lower-
league and futsal players in Wednesday’s 3-0 loss to
Slovakia, but both parties reached a one-match truce to
ensure a full-strength squad would face Wales.

“I think no matter how the week developed I think this is
what we wanted,” said Eriksen, with both the players and
DBU hoping to reach a new agreement ahead of next
month’s game with Ireland.  “We wanted to play some foot-
ball, to win and get a good start in this competition. It was
a very good start and a very good feeling to finish a weird
week.” Ryan Giggs’ men suffered a hitch of their own when
a technical problem with their plane severely delayed their
arrival in Denmark, and forced the cancellation of a pre-
match press conference.— AFP
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Wales as Danish 
stars return 
from boycott

Kuwait, Iraq draw 2-2 in friendly

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti national team player Sami Al-Sanea (center) fights for the ball against Iraqi national team
player Humam Faraj (left) during a friendly match at Al-Nasr Sports Club in Kuwait City yesterday. The match
ended in a 2-2 draw. Iraq’s Alaa Ali Mhawi scored an own goal in the 48th minute, while Bader Al-Motawaa
missed a penalty in the 52nd minute. Fahd Al-Hajeri scored Kuwait’s second goal in the 77th minute. Mohanad
Ali opened the scoring in the 5th minute for Iraq, while Ali Faez Atiyah scored in the 64th minute. Iraq led 1-0
at halftime. The match was held in celebration of FIFA Day. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat 


